2011 subaru wrx

Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Car was res
good wish I could buy it. It is a great every day driver with enough performance to match any
'everyday road' use. Premium gas and MPG is the only drawback. Limited cruising range. With
its HP 2. Pros: Power, performance, handling, cargo, style. You will always have enough power
with the HP, 2. This car handles like a dream on tight turns and pulls away from the competition
on the straight aways. The continuous all wheel drive makes any driving condition seem simple.
With the the built in Bluetooth it is also nice to stream music or phone calls while you commute.
For a compact car I am blown away with how much storage this car has. My only complaints are
the gas millage and interior noise. When cruising on the highway you can hear ambient noise
from the road but not enough noise that a little music can't drowned out. All in all this car far
exceeds any and all of my expectations with its power, performance, handling, cargo and style.
Pros: Power, performance, handling, cargo and style. Everything worked and operated as if new
and the vehicle had a very comfortable ride. The 5 speed transmission shifted flawlessly and
smooth, while the 2. The Ultimate Car â€” I knew i had to have this car as soon as i saw it. I
found one in another state and immediately drove there to buy it after looking at so many cars
that just didnt work out due to lack of speed and comfort. This car handles amazingly, its fast,
and it looks great. Ive always wanted to fix up my cars in the past which turns them into money
pits so when i was in the market for a car previously had 2 rx8s before this one i had 1
stipulation "car must look so good i dont want to modify it! My window has been acting crazy
since i bought it and they cant seem to fix it and currently dont return calls. Acceleration is
decent compared to an NA motor. Plenty of potential untapped from restrictive exhaust and
inefficient intake. Body roll is excessive with stock sways. Solid build quality Gas mileage is
expected with a turbo vehicle. Maintenance is at a minimal Subarus ARE reliable. The grip takes
some getting used to especially navigating sharp turns at high speed where a RWD vehicle
would let the back end loose as expected Handling not as quick as Evo but as a daily driver it is
the better of the two. Near Perfection : â€” my wrx is a joy to own i simply love driving this
amazing automobile! Cons: only thing i can come up with is the fuel economy It is ridiculously
fun and fast, with exceptional traction control complementing phenomenal handling that
inspires confidence. Within the first miles, the car has mild rattles and too much road noise
Pros: torque, handling, power, fun, refinement. Cons: expensive tires, wind noise, rattles,
insurance, police harassment. Read More. This is a wonder ful picece of machinery that is well
worth the purchase value for Subaru like BMW are extradinary machines that are manfucture
with quality durability, engineering, plus performance t It has great power, looks stunning and is
great in winter weather with snow tires. The summer tires from the factory provide go This car is
amazing, the acceleration is amazing, the braking is amazing, the handling is very precise. The
build quality is pretty good, I had a minor transmission issue, but they fixed it under w
Performance is great. Build quality is pretty good, some rattles and signal is kinda funk. The
exterior is great, sporty but not too attention grabbing. Interior is very clean and classy, but the
so Clean looking fast ,good on gas, and there is alot of aftermarket parts for them After a few
upgrades to the vehicle, I have no complaints, it's all good. Its a sharp looking car and It
handles like a high-end German car. I can drive it all day and not get a headache because of lo
Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear
selections. Steven writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Cargo Capacity:. Cons: - MPG.
GrizzlyMclane1 writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Power,
performance, handling, cargo, style. Cons: Gas MPG. Is this helpful? Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: Power, performance, handling, cargo and style. Cons: MPG and interior noise.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfortable. Cons: Not an STi! Kristinnn writes:.
Sylvester writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: handling Cons: wheel hub pattern.
Jace writes:. Pros: AWD. Cons: Fuel Economy. Minh writes:. David writes:. Reviews From Other
Years. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compact Sedans - User
Rankings. Best Compact Sedans. Most Powerful Compact Sedans. Best Handling Compact
Sedans. Best Looking Compact Sedans. Best Family Compact Sedans. Best Compact Sedans in
Value. Hatchbacks - User Rankings. Best Hatchbacks. Most Powerful Hatchbacks. Best
Handling Hatchbacks. Best Looking Hatchbacks. Best Family Hatchbacks. Best Hatchbacks in
Value. Select Year Cons: Gas MPG 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros: torque,
handling, power, fun, refinement Cons: expensive tires, wind noise, rattles, insurance, police
harassment 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Dealer staff was friendly and accommodating. Car was lusted
well in the condition it was described! Car was clean babe ready fir inspection! Would highly
recommend the dealership to my friends. The buying experience with Blueprint Auto in
Riverside, California was professional, satisfying and simple. Love my Altima Coupe! Only had
to ask those gentlemen and they delivered! Was very good conversation. He was concerned

about my preferences. Said he would keep me updated. The dealer told us exactly about the car
and was honest about it. Rare these days. A great dealership to buy from. Great people to buy a
car from. Toni and Larry both were extremely helpful. I have been hesitant to buy cars from
dealers but both these gentlemen very honest and trustworthy. I will be shopping their location
before I look anywhere else if I am ever back in the market for another car. The car I bought from
Revolution Motors was described perfectly. Salesman responded and sent more pictures upon
my request, but never called back like he said he would to set up a time for me to come get the
car. I have cash ready to buy, but I will have to look elsewhere. Good response. Could not make
it there before the vehicle was sold due to having to work. I recently purchased a high-end
vehicle from Pearl Auto Spa. They were very responsive to my inquiries and honest in their
description of the car. They also helped arrange a Pre Purchase Inspection and arranged for
shipping the vehicle to me. I would do business with them again and highly recommend them.
Very professional patient took very good care of me nice and clean establishment very nice and
clean cars great staff. I have worked with Ben twice on purchasing vehicles here. My latest one
being a Nissan Frontier. He was very helpful in the process and gave me the best deal. He made
the deal even better by delivering me the truck after it was serviced and went through detailing. I
would recommend working with Ben given the opportunity. Lance the salesman was excellent,
however they didn't get the five-star review because they failed to inform me that when I applied
for financing it would be a hard inquiry on my credit and lower my credit score so I'm not very
happy about that. Phil was honest and easy to work with. I received credit approval even though
my credit is not so good. If you have not so good credit, you will need to put more money down.
I was able to drive off in my Cadillac a happy woman! Jim was very helpful. They arranged to do
an at home test drive and dropped the car off so we could do a pretty-purchase inspection. The
car was a great deal and he even came out to our house to finish the paperwork. Would
recommend. Responded quickly, honest. Car was sold before I had a chance to look at it,
unfortunately. Got back to me in a reasonable time frame and have been assisting me with
anything needed in order to get the car. This truck was spotless!! Was no pressure which was
what we were looking for and so they got us in the payment we wanted and we got the best
service anyone could ask for! Thank you William!! This Truck will stay with this family for a very
long time! I'll recommend Friends and Family to come get there next vehicle from here! I like
their approach - they work on the cars and fix them up before they list them, rather than the "as
is" approach of some other dealers, who wait to see what you find, or just do a cosmetic patch
job. They also offer a warranty. I decided against the Ranger as a model, but would definitely do
business with these folks should the "right" truck appear, which is saying something, as they
are an hour drive from my home. Yes, I was exchanging emails with Vlad and decided to make
the mile trip to buy the Yukon. Vlad was kind enough to pick my wife and I up from the airport.
We were in and out within a couple hours. All employees at the dealership were very kind and
friendly. I would certainly recommend this dealership to everyone!!! No stars. They sold the car
out from under my wife - salesman was rude and abruptly terminated the call. Very friendly and
knowledgeable. Car unfortunately had just sold but said would look for us. Hands down this
dealership went above and beyond for me. The sales person wonderful customer service
''Rafael'' and the Finance person again above and beyond ''Moe'' thank you so much. Thank you
again Golden Auto Group. Hopefully I'll pay this car asap. So you guys can get a Corvette for
me lol.. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. It has great
power, looks stunning and is great in winter weather with snow tires. The summer tires from the
factory provide good traction but only on dry pavement. Stereo is fine. My Subaru WRX has
been a very good car, it feels and runs very strong. I enjoy driving it daily. Subaru should use
more of a high quality gloss coat with a thicker material to reduce minor scratches that need to
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? I loved this car. I recently was hit by a truck going 50 pretty
much head on. I was going 10 mph, I would have to recommend this car to anyone who is
buying their first car. With my new car now totaled, my passanger as well as myself pretty much
walked away with minor brusies. The safety in this car blew me away. I now will never drive a
different car. The power that it had was enough to get around and still have some speed to it.
Although the gas mileage was a little lower than i would have liked, it handled great in the snow.

If only i could upload the pictures, you would have thought someone died in the accident.
Coming from a G Wanted a car more performance oriented. I got that with the new STI. It doesn't
have the nice luxury amenities but makes up for it in performance. Very fun to drive. Car still
doing great, never having any serious problems, starts every time no problem except for once
when the original battery finally died. Blizzak snow tires in the winter enhance performance, I
have maneuvered uphill on an icy road where other cars were stuck. The head gasket repair
looms around 70K, otherwise I don't anticipate a lot of issues. Good car. Update at around Car
has never refused to start, has never died while driving, nothing has gone awry except for the
minor issues noted below. I have a feeling I'll drive this car another 10 years. Had to get the
front driver's side turn signal bulb replaced, prompted by the left turn signal malfunctioning.
Otherwise, besides a broken clip on the driver sun visor, there have been absolutely no
problems with this car that weren't caused externally. It starts reliably, has never broken down,
or done anything strange. I did drive a Toyota RAV4 rental recently and noticed that it had a
much better turning radius - the Impreza really isn't a highly maneuverable car. Oh well, it still
has better visibility, and isn't sluggish like my husband's Forester. Update at the 30, mileage
maintenance - no serious problems, mechanic did the inspection of various parts, but only
replaced what was required at that milemarker. Had Blizzak snow tires put on this winter, car
had nary a fishtail in the snow and ice although we had a milder winter this year. I can't tell you
how much I love this car for its reliability. I have never had a problem with it starting, or any
weird serious issues, it just goes. I plan to drive this for at least another 5 years. This is a good
smallish car that will get you from point A to point B. Not so small that you can't put a fairly
large dog or a couple of adults in the back, or put the seats down and haul some stuff. After
suffering through a used luxury car that a friend sold me with massive repair bills, I bought this
new. I get regular oil changes and other routine maintenance, and keep it in a garage at night.
This car has had some wear and tear but no major issues that weren't externally caused. It's
never broken down randomly or behaved oddly in a severe way, which is more than I can say
for the European monster I used to own. Minor issues with the Subie so far: a plastic piece fell
off the driver sun visor, but visor still works; one occasion where turn signals started acting
oddly then the problem resolved itself. This past winter I had some problems with sliding on ice,
so I am planning on getting winter tires this year. I live in an area where road conditions can be
awful and only the major roads are plowed, if you're lucky. The sound system is decent. Not as
good as my previous car but I'm told pre sound systems in Imprezas were awful. Visibility is
pretty good. In comparison to other cars: The Forester is sluggish compared to this car in terms
of pickup and maneuverability, but the Forester has better visibility because it sits higher. I have
driven Nissans, and the Impreza is less responsive and maneuverable than a Nissan sedan, but
more responsive and maneuverable than American cars I've driven. Compared to the
Euromonster this has more road noise and a less gentle suspension, but not bad. I test-drove
an Impreza sedan and the sedan grips the road better than the hatchback. I chose the hatchback
because I prefer that style and it has more legroom. This car has undeniably good value for
money in terms of the performance you get out, its more comfortable than I thought it would be,
you have loads of leg and head room, the boot space is sufficient and its impossible to get
bored driving about in it. There are, however, a few down falls that might get on your nerves.
The amount of noise caused by rattling in the cabin is pretty irritating! So far this is the best
"car" I've driven in a long time. It's certainly fast and hugs the road like a rally car should. I was
happily surprised that I don't feel like I'm sitting too low to the ground while driving. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Impreza. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Impreza model: All Impreza models 2. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Imprezas for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Impreza. Sign Up. It has the right room. It is exactly what I was
looking for, the right price and has what I wanted when I bought it. It has been a super reliable
car. Subarus usually get a bad name for being unreliable but mine has almost k without a single
shop bill besides regular maintenance. The only problems I have had with it are for some reason
my ac compressors keep going out. Other than that it is the perfect mix between sporty and
comfortable. Full leather, heated seats, and sunroof really make driving nice and I drive an
average of miles a week so that is saying a lot. Low maintenance costs over 55K miles. The car
drives great. I just have a lot of problems with the power steering. The power steering lines had
a leak. Every time I turn my car on in the winter it makes a squeaking noise. Also the
transmission has a crack. Recently one of my calipers broke. Just for one was six hundred
dollars, there was one the was one hundred and fifty dollars which I would have got. They were
all out of stock. I love the interior of the car the seat are leather and sway. I do not like that my
car does not have Bluetooth since another cars have it, so to fix that problem I have to use an
aux cord. The sound system on the car sounds good, but it could be a little louder. As I like

everything about my Subaru, I did have a problem right after I bought it. Apparently a camshaft
bearing went out on it and left it unable to start. I did get it fixed and didn't have any other
issues with it. Overall I will probably always buy a sti in the future. Absolutely spotless inside
and out. Subaru's are absolutely super reliable. When I went to go find what kind of car I wanted
I knew that I was looking for something that was super reliable and perfect for the weather
conditions that I live in. We live in a four season state and get super dry summers and very
snowy winters so having something that is reliable and safe for my family is an essential. My
car is so comfortable and I would highly recommend to anyone! I haven't had any issues since
purchasing it 5 years ago. We have a pretty big family and fits us all super comfortably! The
small details instilled in this car are amazing from the heated seats to the turbo engine. My WRX
is fun to drive when you want to test the roads. Handles awesome in snow unless there is 5
inches plus on road. Handles turns great. Awesome car for north east Pa. Car is a little tight
with room when having three kids. But I make it work. Gas mileage isn't bad for a turbocharged
4 cylinder car. Unless your hitting the mountain roads. The steering wheel has poor quality
actually the whole interior is kind of the bare minimum of what an interior should have. It's
pretty reliable but overall it's really fun to drive which is the only reason you would buy one.
Also Subarus selling tactics are trash. It has all wheel drive and is fast. It is also comfortable. I
love this car because its all wheel drive and is a great daily driver. I dislike that the mpg is not to
high. Other than that I highly recommend it. No complaints, it has been very reliable. I have
owned it since new without any major issues. Paint has held up great and no mechanical
issues. I like that it is a Subaru so it runs great. I regret that it is black because it gets too hot in
the sun. It is also really loud and doesn't have enough space now for our active lifestyle. This
car has great handling in all terrain, especially snow. I got blizzak tires which is a great
compliment for the car. Comfortable for long trips, fits 5 great. Thule on top helps out a lot
especially when you have a car full of people. Great engine, even when the car is fully loaded.
You cannot tell any power difference. Love driving it. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below.
Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel
Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews.
Reliability Reviews. WRX Sedan. WRX Wagon. WRX Premium Sedan. WRX Premium Wagon.
WRX Limited Sedan. WRX Limited Wagon. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent.
Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Janina A wrote on January 31, Jaydn J wrote on November 3,
Sangredetigre wrote on September 28, Edward A wrote on September 28, James H wrote on
July 31, Curt Taralson wrote on June 13, Mariah S wrote on May 1, Shelly S wrote on September
19, Chris e wrote on November 22, Carl L wrote on October 22, Mitchell G wrote on October 22,
Jason J wrote on October 22, Patty R wrote on October 22, Lindsey K wrote on October 22,
Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For , the Subaru Impreza WRX
gets new bodywork, wide
2010 f150 manual
2006 nissan frontier fuel pump relay location

ge wiring diagrams

r wheels and tires, stiffer rear subframe bushings, andâ€¦not much else. The WRX continues to
be available as a sedan or a five-door hatchback. Track increases by 1. The wider rubber and
stance should translate to an increase in skidpad grip. Power continues to be more than
adequate, with the 2. The WRX is cheaper and quicker than both. Although the changes are
mostly only skin-deep, the added width means the WRX can appeal to a wider audience, now
capturing those who would have upgraded to the STI based on looks alone. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives.

